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We study the behavior of the eigenvalue distribution function n(*) for the
equation
&*u"=Vu on R+, u(0)=0.
Typically, n(*)=O(*&12) and, moreover, *12n(*)  ?&1  - V dx as *  0. We
obtain criteria for each of these relations. Examples are presented where lim*  0 *12n(*)
does exist, but is not equal to ?&1  - V dx.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We investigate the eigenvalue behavior of the boundary value problem
on R+=(0, +)
&*u"=Vu on R+ , u(0)=0. (1.1)
Here V0 is a weight function, which is always assumed to be from
L1, loc(R+); further assumptions on V will be specified later. Along with
(1.1), we also study its natural generalization, involving a measure instead
of a weight function.
More precisely, let
H10 :=H
1
0(R+)={u # H 1loc(R+), | |u$| 2 dx<, u(0)=0= .
In other words, H10 is the closure of C

0 (R+) with respect to the metric
form  |u$| 2 dx. Here and further on  :=R+ . Let _ be a (non-negative)
Borel measure on R+ , finite on each compact subset. On H
1
0 we consider
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the operator T_ , whose weak description is as follows: the equality f =T_u
means that
| f $v $ dx=| uv d_, any v # H10 . (1.2)
Under reasonable assumptions on _, the non-negative self-adjoint operator
T_ is bounded and compact. For an eigenpair (*, u) of T_ , (1.2) turns into
* | u$v $ dx=| uv d_, any v # H10 . (1.3)
If _ is absolutely continuous, d_=V dx, we write TV instead of T_ . Then
(1.3) becomes
* | u$v $ dx=| V uv dx, any v # H10 ,
which is equivalent to (1.1).
Denote by *k the eigenvalues of T_ , counted according to their multi-
plicities. We describe their behavior in terms of the eigenvalue distribution
function
n(*)=n(*, T_)=*[k : *k>*], *>0.
It is well known that the typical order of growth of n(*) as *  0 is
n(*)=O(*&12), (1.4)
and for ‘‘nice’’ _ the Weyl type asymptotic formula holds,
lim
*  0
*12n(*, T_)=?&1 | - V dx, (1.5)
where V=d_dx is the RadonNikodym derivative of _ with respect to
Lebesgue measure.
The natural question is: what are the exact conditions on _ which imply
(1.5)? The answer is well known for absolutely continuous _ with monotone
V: in this case the condition
| - V dx<
is necessary and sufficient for (1.5) to be true ([1]; see also [3], where
a survey of estimates and asymptotics for the problem (1.1) and similar
higher order problems is given).
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However, for the general case the answers known so far were incomplete.
One of the central results of the present paper is Theorem E, where a
criterion for (1.5) is given. Another result, Theorem C, gives a criterion
for (1.4).
Both criteria are in a sense ‘‘implicit’’: they involve information on the
behavior of similar problems on the family of intervals 2k=(2k, 2k+1),
k # Z, with the zero boundary conditions on their ends. Nevertheless, these
criteria elucidate the problem and give the possibility of studying it in a
much more detailed way than was done in [3]. In particular, they provide
a basis for constructing weight functions V such that n(*, TV)=O(*&12),
and, moreover, lim*  0 *12n(*, TV) does exist, but is given by an expression
different from ?&1  - V dx. To the best of our knowledge, such examples
have been unknown so far.
We describe our results in more detail in Section 2.
Various other problems reduce to (1.1). For example, consider the ‘‘weighted
Volterra operator’’ on L2(R+):
(K| u)(x) :=|(x) |
x
0
u(t) dt.
The behavior of its singular numbers sk(K|) was studied, e.g., in [13, 14].
It is easy to see that
s2k(K|)=*k(T |||2), k=1, 2, ...,
and thus the new results, obtained in the present paper, immediately apply
to K| .
Equation (1.1) also arises naturally when one studies the negative discrete
spectrum of the Schro dinger operator on the semiaxis:
A:Vu=&u"&:Vu, u(0)=0.
More exactly, denote by N&(:V ) the number of negative eigenvalues of
A:V . By the classical BirmanSchwinger principle, one has
N&(:V )=n(:&1, TV). (1.6)
Many results are known about the problem stated; see, e.g., [2, 6, 16]. Due
to (1.6), our results apply also to this problem. In particular, the examples,
constructed in Section 8, essentially complement the corresponding material
from [2, 6].
We use standard notations such as N, Z, and R. The symbol  means
two-sided estimate. C and c are different constants, whose values are
unimportant.
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2. THE MAIN RESULTS
2.1. Distribution Functions
The distribution function of an arbitrary sequence h=[hk]k # Z of
complex numbers is defined as
n(*, h)=*[k : |hk |>*], *>0.
The sequence of the eigenvalues of a compact self-adjoint operator T0
on a Hilbert space h is denoted by *(T )=[*k(T )] (multiplicities are taken
into account). Recall that the eigenvalues admit the variational description
as the critical values of the Rayleigh functional (‘‘variational quotient’’)
(Tu, u)
&u&2
, 0{u # h. (2.1)
The eigenvalue distribution function of T is n(*, T ) :=n(*, *(T )). Note that
for any q>0
n(*, T )=O(*&q), *  0  *k(T )=O(k&1q), k  ,
and
n(*, T )=o(*&q), *  0  *k(T )=o(k&1q), k  .
2.2. Necessary and ‘‘Rough’’ Sufficient Conditions of n(*, T_)=O(*&12)
Given a measure _, we introduce the quadratic form
a_[u]=| |u| 2 d_.
Then T_ , defined by (1.2), can be also described as the operator in H10
generated by a_ . Correspondingly, (2.1) turns into
 |u| 2 d_
 |u$| 2 dx
, u # H10 .
With the measure _ we associate the sequence ’(_)=[’k(_)]k # Z :
’k(_)=2k_(2k), 2k=[2k, 2k+1). (2.2)
Further on, unless otherwise specified, xk=2k, k # Z.
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The following statement gives a necessary and a sufficient condition for
n(*, T_)=O(*&12), *  0. Below we denote
A=A(V )=?&1 | - V dx.
Theorem A. Let _ be a Borel measure on R+ , finite on compact subsets,
and let V=d_dx.
(i) Suppose ’(_) # l12 . Then
sup
*>0
*12n(*, T_)C :
k
- ’k(_), (2.3)
and the asymptotics (1.5) holds.
(ii) Suppose n(*, T_)=O(*&12). Then
sup
*>0
*12n(*, ’(_))C sup
*>0
*12n(*, T_) (2.4)
and
A(V )lim inf
*  0
*12n(*, T_). (2.5)
This statement should be considered as essentially known, though it seems
that (2.5) has never been included in the formulations. For absolutely
continuous _ the result is a particular case of Theorem 2.1 from [3], where
further references can be found. In [3] the sequence [2k x d_] was used
as ’(_). Evidently, these choices are equivalent for the estimates. For some
technical reasons, we prefer here to define ’(_) as in (2.2). The assertion (i)
of Theorem A for general measures was basically obtained in [5, Theorems
4.18 and 4.19], but under excessive assumptions on _. Besides, the terms
’k(_) with k<0 were replaced by one term, _(0, 1), which only coarsened
the estimate. In Subsection 5.3 we show how to derive Theorem A from the
other results of this paper.
Theorem A tells us that
’(_) # l12 O n(*, T_)=O(*&12) O n(*, ’(_))=O(*&12).
Now several questions arise: what happens when ’(_)  l12 , but n(*, ’(_))
=O(*&12)? In particular, what is the criterion for (1.4), and is it possible
that the asymptotics exists but the Weyl formula (1.5) is violated? Below
we formulate the results which answer such questions. The ground of our
analysis is a special decomposition of H10 .
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2.3. A Splitting of H10(R+)
Define two subspaces of H10(R+):
Fpl=[u # H10(R+) : u(x) is linear between the nodes xk , k # Z],
FD =[u # H10(R+) : u(xk)=0, k # Z].
The subindex pl stands for ‘‘piecewise linear,’’ and the subindex D recalls
the additional zero (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. It is easy to see that
Fpl and FD are orthogonal in H
1
0(R+) and, moreover,
H10(R+)=Fpl FD .
Denote by T_, pl and T_, D the operators on the spaces Fpl and FD
generated by the restrictions a_  Fpl and a_  FD . In general, Fpl and FD
are not orthogonal in L2(R+ , _), and therefore T_ is not split into the
orthogonal sum of T_, pl and T_, D . Nevertheless, we will see that the
asymptotic behavior of n(*, T_) is to a large extent determined by one of
n(*, T_, pl) and n(*, T_, D). Consider both restrictions in turn.
For u # Fpl , denote uk=u(xk). Then
| |u$| 2 dx=:
k
2&k |uk+1&uk | 2 (2.6)
and
| |u| 2 d_=:
k
2&2k |
2k
|(2k+1&x) uk+(x&2k) uk+1 |2 d_. (2.7)
The corresponding matrices are 3-diagonal. So the spectrum of T_, pl
coincides with the spectrum of an operator pencil A&*B, where both A
and B are infinite 3-diagonal matrices. If _ is supported on the set [xk],
then the matrix corresponding to (2.7) is diagonal, and we come to the
problem on the spectrum of a Jacobi matrix.
The following statement is rather simple. Nevertheless, it is one of the
basic components for our further results.
Theorem B. There is a constant C>0, such that
3&1n(5*2, ’(_))n(*, T_, pl)2n(C*, ’(_)).
In particular,
n(*, T_, pl)=O(*&12)  n(*, ’(_))=O(*&12),
n(*, T_, pl)=o(*&12)  n(*, ’(_))=o(*&12).
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Turn now to the operator T_, D . Evidently,
FD =
k
H 10(2k)
and T_, D is split into the orthogonal sum of the operators T_, 2k in H
1
0(2k)
generated by a_  H 10(2k). Therefore
n(*, T_, D)=:
k
n(*, T_, 2k). (2.8)
The behavior of n(*, T_, I) for a finite interval I is well enough studied; the
necessary information is collected in Section 3. So we formulate our results
in terms of the behavior of the family [n(*, T_, 2k)]k # Z . The first result
gives a criterion of n(*)=O(*&12).
Theorem C. The two conditions
n(*, ’(_))=O(*&12) (2.9)
and
sup
*>0
:
k
*12 n(*, T_, 2k)< (2.10)
are necessary and sufficient for
n(*, T_)=O(*&12).
2.4. Asymptotics of Order 12
Define
rD = lim
N  
lim sup
*  0
:
|k|N
*12n(*, T_, 2k),
a =lim sup
*  0
*12n(*, T_, pl), a
=lim inf
*  0
*12n(*, T_, pl).
Theorem D. If (2.9) is satisfied and rD =0, then
lim sup
*  0
*12n(*, T_)=a +A(V ),
lim inf
*  0
*12n(*, T_)=a
+A(V ).
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In particular, if rD =0 and there exists lim*  0 *12n(*, T_, pl)=a, then
lim
*  0
*12n(*, T_)=a+A(V ). (2.11)
This result shows that the contributions of T_, pl and T_, D to the asymptotic
behavior of n(*, T_) are independent, in spite of the fact that T_ {T_, pl T_, D .
This property of ‘‘asymptotic orthogonality’’ manifests itself also in many
spectral problems of a different nature. Typical examples are asymptotic
formulas for the eigenvalues of the Neumann Laplacian in regions with cusps
(see [11]) and for the number of negative eigenvalues of the Schro dinger
operator in R2 ([2]). In our proof (see Section 5) we mainly follow the
approach of [2]; however, the one-dimensional case is much simpler, and
the scheme becomes more transparent.
Finally, we give a criterion of the Weyl type asymptotics for the operator T_ .
Theorem E. The two conditions n(*, ’(_))=o(*&12) and rD =0 are
necessary and sufficient for (1.5) to be true.
The assumption rD =0, appearing in both Theorems D and E, is satisfied,
in particular, if the series k *12n(*, T_, 2k) converges uniformly in *. Various
effective estimates on n(*, T_, I) are known; some of them are presented in
Section 3. Each of them gives rise to an effective condition on _, ensuring
rD =0.
2.5. Pathological Eigenvalue Behavior
The proofs of Theorems AE, given in Sections 4 and 5, are rather elemen-
tary. In the rest of the paper (Sections 68) we illustrate Theorems A and D:
we show that neither (2.3) nor (2.4) is invertible, and that (2.11) with a{0
is possible.
In Section 6 we prove the following result on sequences ’, such that
’0 and n(*, ’)=O(*&12). (2.12)
With any such ’ we associate the sequence _~ k=2&k’k , k # Z, and the
measure
_~ :=:
k
_~ k$(x&xk). (2.13)
Evidently, ’(_~ )=’.
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Theorem F. (i) For any sequence ’, satisfying (2.12), there exists a
function V0 such that
’(V)=’, A(V )< (2.14)
and n(*, TV)=O(*&12).
(ii) Let ’ satisfy (2.12). Suppose that there exists lim*  0 *12n(*, T_~ )=:
a<. Then there is a function V0 such that
’(V )=’, A(V )< and lim
*  0
*12n(*, TV)=a+A(V ).
(iii) For any sequence ’  l12 , satisfying (2.12), there exists a function
V0, such that (2.14) is valid but
n(*, TV){O(*&12).
Theorem F shows that a criterion of n(*, TV)=O(*&12) cannot be expressed
in terms of the sequence ’(V), even if we add the condition A(V)<.
This is in contrast with the case of ‘‘slowly decaying’’ V, when the order of
n(*, TV) is greater than O(*&12). Namely, for any q>12
sup
*>0
*qn(*, TV)  sup
*>0
*qn(*, ’(V)) (2.15)
and
lim sup
*  0
*qn(*, TV)  lim sup
*  0
*qn(*, ’(V )),
see [3, Corollary 2.6].
Note that for the operator TV from Theorem F (iii), in view of (2.15),
one has n(*, TV)=o(*&q) for any q>12.
In Sections 7 and 8 we give two different ways of constructing examples
with a{0, that is, with non-Weyl asymptotics of order *&12 (see (2.11)).
The first of them is based upon special examples of infinite Jacobi matrices
whose spectrum is known. The second, which makes use of ‘‘sparse weights’’
(concentrated at a sequence [tk] growing faster than any geometric sequence),
is more elementary and general. Actually, it can be applied for constructing
measures _ with practically arbitrary behavior of eigenvalues of T_ , not
necessarily of order *k(T_)=O(k&2). These sparse potentials were used
before in constructing fascinating examples of a different nature in the
theory of the Schro dinger operators on the semiaxis; see [15, 17].
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3. PROBLEM ON A FINITE INTERVAL
3.1.
In order to handle our original problem on R+, we need detailed knowledge
of the Dirichlet problem on a finite interval. Let I=(a, b)/R, |I |=b&a.
By H 10(I ) we denote the Sobolev space [u # H
1(I ), u(a)=u(b)=0], with
the metric form I |u$|
2 dx. Given a Borel measure _ on I, we consider the
operator T_, I in H 10(I ), generated by the quadratic form
a_, I[u]=|
I
|u| 2 d_. (3.1)
Proposition 3.1. (i) There is a constant C<, such that for any
finite interval I/R, any finite measure _ on I, and any *>0 the following
estimate is valid:
*12n(*, T_, I)C( |I | _(I ))12. (3.2)
(ii) For any finite measure _, the Weyl type asymptotic formula is satisfied
lim
*  0
*12n(*, T_, I)=?&1 |
I
- V dx, V=d_dx. (3.3)
Estimate (3.2) was proved in [4]. Asymptotics (3.3), in such a wide situa-
tion, was found much earlier by M. Krein [12]; see also [10, Theorem VI.8.1].
Another proof was given in [4]. See also [5, Theorems 4.1 and 4.6], which
contain the result of Proposition 3.1 as a particular case.
The assumption _(I )< is too restrictive for the zero boundary condi-
tions. Indeed, if _ is finite on compact subsets of I, then the quadratic form
(3.1) is finite for u # C 0 (I ), so a_, I is always well defined on a dense subset
of H 10(I ). Under some additional restrictions on _ the operator T_, I is still
bounded and compact and, moreover, the order n(*, T_, I)=O(*&12) and
the asymptotics (3.3) survive. The widest known conditions for this are
presented in [3, Proposition 6.4]. Here we confine ourselves to a bit more
restrictive, but also more transparent conditions, borrowed from [1, Lemma 3.1
and Theorem 3.1]; cf. also [3, Proposition 6.1].
Proposition 3.2. Let ,>0 be a nondecreasing function on I, such that
R :=|
I
dx
,(x)
< and S :=|
I
,(x) d_(x)<.
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Then
*12n(*, T_, I)C - RS,
where C is an absolute constant. The asymptotics (3.3) is also valid.
Evidently, Proposition 3.1 is a particular case of Proposition 3.2 (with
,#1). Proposition 3.2 admits measures infinite at the left edge of I. It is
clear how to adapt the statement to measures infinite at the right edge or
at both edges.
Taking in Proposition 3.2 ,(x)=(x&a)1&# with an arbitrary # # (0, 1),
we get
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that for some # # (0, 1)
S#(_) :=|
b
a
(x&a)1&# d_(x)<.
Then for I=(a, b)
*12n(*, T_, I)C#&12 |I | #2 - S#(_),
and the asymptotics (3.3) is valid.
3.2.
The estimate (3.2) is the most simple and important. Comparing it with
the asymptotics (3.3), we see that (3.2) may become coarse for small *. The
question naturally arises, if this estimate is exact on the class of all finite
measures. The answer is affirmative, which is shown by the following statement.
Proposition 3.4. There exists a number c>0, such that for any finite
interval I/R and any k # N there is a measure _=_(k) on I, such that
_(I )=1 and for the operator T_, I the inequality is satisfied:
*k(T_, I)c |I | k&2. (3.4)
The sharp value of c in (3.4) is c=14, and for any c<14 the measure _
can be chosen to be absolutely continuous.
Proof. It is enough to consider I=(0, 1) because then the result extends
to any I by scaling.
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(a) Construction of a Discrete Measure _. The idea of the construction
was inspired by [8, Sect. 2.9]. Given k # N, denote tj=(2j&1)2k,
j=1, ..., k, and consider the measure
_=k&1 :
k
j=1
$(t&tj).
For a function u # H 10(I ) denote uj=u(tj). Then the form (3.1) (we drop the
subindex I from the notations) becomes
a_[u]=k&1 :
k
j=1
|uj | 2. (3.5)
It vanishes on the subspace [u # H 10 : u(t1)= } } } =u(tk)=0]. Therefore, we
can restrict a_[u] to its orthogonal complement; this does not affect the
non-zero spectrum of T_ . This orthogonal complement, say H , consists of
piecewise-linear functions with the nodes at the points tj , j=1, ..., k (cf. the
subspace Fpl in Subsection 2.3). For any u # H ,
|
1
0
|u$|2 dt=k } \2 |u1 | 2+ :
k&1
j=1
|uj+1&uj | 2+2 |uk | 2+ . (3.6)
This implies
4 :
k
j=1
|uj | 2&k&1 |
1
0
|u$| 2 dt= :
k&1
j=1
|uj+1+uj | 20.
The equality in the last relation is attained when uj=(&1) j, j=1, ..., k. It
follows that
a_[u]
10 |u$|
2 dt
4&1k&2,
and 4&1k&2 is the minimal non-zero eigenvalue of T_ .
(b) Construction of a Weight Function V. The construction is quite simple:
we approximate _ by suitable absolutely continuous measures. For instance,
fix $(2k)&1 (the value of $ will be specified later) and define
V(t)={(2k$)
&1
0
if |t&tj |<$, j=1, ..., k
otherwise.
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If 10 |u$|
2 dt1 and u(0)=u(1)=0, then |u(t)|12 and |u(t)&u(s)|
- |t&s| for any s, t # (0, 1). It easily follows that for any such u
} |
1
0
V |u| 2 dt&k&1 :
k
j=1
|u(tj)| 2}
(2k$)&1 :
k
j=1
|
tj+$
tj&$
| |u(t)| 2&|u(tj)| 2| dt- 2$.
This yields &TV&T_&- 2$, and so *k(TV)*k(T_)&&TV&T_&
4&1k&2&- 2$.
Now, fix an arbitrary c<14 and take $<2&1k&4(14&c)2. Then we
come to (3.4) with this prescribed value of c. K
In what follows we use (3.4) with c=18, then the inequality for $
becomes $<128&1k&4.
It is convenient to reformulate the result obtained in terms of the eigen-
value distribution functions.
Corollary 3.5. For any finite interval I/R, any C>0, any =>0
and any *
*
<C |I |32, there exists a function V=V (**)0 on I, such that
I V dx=C, I - V dx=, and for the operator TV, I the inequality is satisfied:
*
*
12n(*
*
, TV, I)(4 - 2)&1 - C |I |.
Proof. Keeping in mind scaling, consider I=(0, 1) and C=1. Given
*
*
<132, define k=k(*
*
) such that
k<(2 - 2*
*
)&1k+1.
Then for V, constructed in Proposition 3.3 with $=min[128&1k&4, =22k],
we have
n(*
*
, TV)k>(2 - 2** )
&1&1>(4 - 2*
*
)&1.
Furthermore,
|
I
- V dx=
k } 2$
- 2k$
=- 2k$=. K
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM B
(a) Upper Estimate. Rewrite (2.6) as
| |u$| 2 dx=3 :
k
2&k |uk | 2&2 :
k
2&kR(u kuk+1), u # Fpl , (4.1)
and note that
2 :
k
2&k |uk | |uk+1 |:
k
2&k ( |uk | 2 - 2+|uk+1 |2- 2)
=2 - 2 :
k
2&k |uk | 2.
Together with (4.1), this leads to the two-sided estimate (with c=3&2 - 2)
c :
k
2&k |uk | 2| |u$| 2 dxc&1 :
k
2&k |uk | 2, u # Fpl . (4.2)
The left part of (4.2) is basically the Hardy inequality  |u$| 2 dx
c  x&2 |u| 2 dx, which is satisfied for all u # H10 . The right part shows that
on Fpl the Hardy inequality is invertible.
Further, for x # 2k we have |u(x)| 2max[ |uk | 2, |uk+1 |2]|uk | 2+
|uk+1 |2, so on Fpl
a_[u]=:
k
|
2k
|u| 2 d_:
k
|uk | 2 (_(2k)+_(2k&1)). (4.3)
Now, (4.3) and the left inequality in (4.2) yield
a_[u]
 |u$| 2 dx

k |uk |
2 (_(2k)+_(2k&1))
c k 2
&k |uk | 2
, u # Fpl .
This implies by the variational principle that
n(*, T_, pl)*[k : ’k(_)+2’k&1(_)>c*]2n(c*3, ’).
(b) Lower Estimate. Let v # Fpl be such that v(1)=v(2)=1 and v(2k)=0
for k{0, 1. For k # Z, let vk(x)=v(2&kx). Note that  |v$k | 2 dx=5 } 2&k&1.
For |k&i |3 the supports of the functions vk(x) and vi (x) are disjoint;
denote Fl=Span[v3k+l]k # Z , l=0, 1, 2.
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Consider the operator T0 , corresponding to the restriction a_  F0 . By
the variational principle n(*, T_, pl)n(*, T0). For u # F0 , u(x)= c3kv3k(x)
we have
a_[u]:
k
_(23k) |c3k | 2, | |u$| 2 dx=52 :
k
2&3k |c3k | 2,
so
n(*, T_, pl)n(5*2, [’3k(_)]).
Similar relations hold for F1 and F2 , so we get
3n(*, T_, pl)n(5*2, ’(_)). K
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
5.1. Proof of Theorem C
Sufficiency. Any u # H10 has a unique decomposition u=upl+uD ,
where upl # Fpl and uD # FD . This implies that
| |u| 2 d_2 | |upl | 2 d_+2 | |uD | 2 d_,
and so
n(*, T_)n(*2, T_, pl)+n(*2, T_, D). (5.1)
This and (2.8) yield
sup
*
*12n(*)sup
*
*12n(*2, T_, pl)+sup
*
:
k
*12n(*2, T_, 2k).
It remains to apply Theorem B.
Necessity. Since n(*, T_, pl)n(*, T_)=O(*&12), Theorem B implies
n(*, ’(_))=O(*&12). The relation (2.10) also follows trivially, since n(*, T_)
n(*, T_, D)=k n(*, T_, 2k). K
5.2. Proof of Theorems D and E
First we prove the following statement.
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Lemma 5.1. For any $>0,
A+max[rD , a ]lim sup
*  0
*12n(*, T_)
A+(1+$)12 a +(1+$&1)12 rD , (5.2)
A+a

lim inf
*  0
*12n(*, T_)
A+(1+$)12 a

+(1+$&1)12 rD . (5.3)
Proof. For any $>0,
| |u| 2 d_(1+$) | |upl | 2 d_+(1+$&1) | |uD | 2 d_.
This yields (cf. (5.1))
n(*, T_)n \ *1+$ , T_, pl ++n \
*
1+$&1
, T_, D+ , any $>0. (5.4)
Now, fix N # N and impose on our functions u # H10(R+) two additional
boundary conditions u(xN)=u(x&N+1)=0. Denote IN=(x&N+1 , xN) and
I CN=R+ "IN . Consider the operator T_, IN and another one, say T_, I CN ,
generated by the restriction of a_ to the subspace
H10(I
C
N) :=[u # H
1
0 : u=0 on IN].
Evidently,
n(*, T_, IN)+n(*, T_, ICN)n(*, T_)
n(*, T_, IN)+n(*, T_, ICN)+2. (5.5)
Besides T_, ICN , we need two more operators, T_, ICN , pl and T_, ICN , D , which
are generated by the restrictions of a_ to the corresponding subspaces
H10(I
C
N) & Fpl and H
1
0(I
C
N) & FD . Note that n(*, T_, ICN , pl)n(*, T_, pl) and
n(*, T_, ICN , D)= :
|k|N
n(*, T_, 2k). (5.6)
Now we verify the second part of (5.2). To this end, we use the right
inequality in (5.5) and apply (5.4) to the operator T_, ICN . Taking also (5.6)
into account, we get
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n(*, T_)n(*, T_, IN)+n \ *1+$ , T_, ICN, pl+
+n \ *1+$&1 , T_, ICN, D++2
n(*, T_, IN)+n \ *1+$ , T_, pl+
+ :
|k|N
n \ *1+$&1 , T_, 2k++2. (5.7)
Multiply (5.7) by *12 and pass to the upper limit as *  0. Using the result
of Proposition 3.1(ii) for IN , we obtain
lim sup
*  0
*12n(*, T_)?&1 |
IN
- V dx+(1+$)12 a
+(1+$&1)12 lim sup
*  0
:
|k|N
*12n(*, T_, 2k).
As N  , we come to the second part of (5.2).
The first part of (5.2) is much easier to obtain. Coarsening the left
inequality in (5.5), we get
n(*, T_, IN)+max[n(*, T_, ICN , pl), n(*, T_, ICN , D)]n(*, T_).
The subspace H10(I
C
N) & Fpl has finite codimension 2N in Fpl , so n(*, T_, ICN , pl)
tn(*, T_, pl) as *  0. It follows that
?&1 |
IN
- V dx+max {a , lim sup*  0 :|k|N *
12n(*, T_, 2k)=
lim sup
*  0
*12n(*, T_).
It remains to let N  .
Taking lower limits instead of upper ones, we obtain (5.3) in a similar
way. K
Proof of Theorem D. Follows immediately from Lemma 5.1: let $  0
in (5.2) and (5.3). K
Proof of Theorem E.
Sufficiency. Follows immediately from Theorem D.
Necessity. Suppose (1.5) holds. Then the first inequality in (5.2) implies
rD =a =0. K
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5.3. Proof of Theorem A
(i) Suppose ’(_) # l12 . Then
n(*, T_, pl)C1n(C1 *, ’(_))C*&12 :
k
- ’k(_).
Besides, (3.2) implies
*12n(*, T_, 2k)C - ’k(_), k # Z. (5.8)
Now, (2.3) follows from (2.8) and (5.1).
Further, we have n(*, ’(_))=o(*&12). Moreover, (5.8) yields rD =0, so
Theorem E applies, and we get (1.5).
(ii) Suppose n(*, T_)=O(*&12). Then by Theorem B
sup
*>0
*12n(*, ’(_))C sup
*>0
*12n(*, T_, pl)C sup
*>0
*12n(*, T_),
which is (2.4). Further, (2.5) follows from the left inequality in (5.3). K
6. PROOF OF THEOREM F
(i) Consider first the discrete measure _~ from (2.13); recall that
’(_~ )=’. By Theorem B, n(*, T_~ , pl)=O(*&12). Since T_~ , D=0, we get
n(*, T_~ )=n(*, T_~ , pl)=O(*&12).
Now, choose =k2k and define
V={=
&1
k _~ k ,
0,
xk<x<xk+=k , k # Z,
otherwise.
(6.1)
Then ’(V )=’. Applying Corollary 3.3 with an arbitrary # # (0, 1), we
obtain
*12n(*, TV, 2k)C(#) 2
k(#&1)2= (1&#)2k - ’k(V ), k # Z. (6.2)
For a suitable choice of =k (e.g. take =k=2&2|k| ), we derive from here
rD =0. In particular, (2.10) is satisfied, and thus by Theorem C we have
n(*, TV)=O(*&12). Then A(V )< by Theorem A(ii).
(ii) We prove that it is possible to choose =k in (6.1) in such a way
that lim*  0 *12n(*, T_~ )=a will imply lim*  0 *12n(*, TV, pl)=a. Then it
remains to apply Theorem D.
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We compare the operators TV, pl and T_~ . Namely, denote uk=u(xk).
Write
|
2k
V |u| 2 dx==&1k _~ k |
xk+=k
xk
|uk+2&k(x&xk)(uk+1&uk)|2 dx
=_~ k[ |uk | 2+2&k=k R(u k(uk+1&uk))
+13 } 2&2k=2k |uk+1&uk |
2].
Taking into account that =k2k, we get after an evident coarsening of the
estimate
} |2k V |u|
2 dx&_~ k |uk | 2 }C_~ k2&k=k( |uk | 2+|uk+1 |2).
Note that ’ # l , so _~ kC } 2&k. Thus
} | V |u| 2 dx&:k _~ k |uk |
2 }C :k |uk |
2 (2&k_~ k =k+2&(k&1)_~ k&1=k&1)
C :
k
|uk | 2 (2&2k=k+2&2(k&1)=k&1).
Now put =k=2&2 |k|. Then for u # Fpl the inequality is satisfied
} | V |u| 2 dx&:k _~ k |uk |
2 }:k _$k |uk |
2,
with _$k=C } 2&2(k+|k| ). So, for the sequence ’(_$) :=[2k_$k]k # Z we have
n(*, ’(_$))=o(*&12). Then n(*, TV, pl&T_~ )=o(*&12) by Theorem B, and
the desired result follows by the Weyl lemma; see, e.g., [5, Lemma 1.17].
(iii) We will base this step upon Corollary 3.5.
Let a sequence ’ satisfy our assumptions. Fix a decreasing sequence
*n  0, n # N and put formally *0=. The choice of [*n] will be specified
later. Denote
Kn=[k # Z : *n<’k 32*n&1], n1.
For each k # Kn apply Corollary 3.5 with I=2k , C=2&k’k , ==2&|k| and
*
*
=*n . We obtain a function Vk0 with 2k Vk dx=2
&k’k , which
satisfies
*12n n(*n , TVk, 2k)(4 - 2)
&1 - ’k (6.3)
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and
|
2k
- Vk dx2&|k|. (6.4)
We define the desired weight function V by glueing the constructed Vk :
V(x)=Vk(x) for x # 2k , k # Z.
Then by (6.3) we have for each n:
*12n n(*n , TV) :
k # Kn
*12n n(*n , TVk, 2k)(4 - 2)
&1 :
k # Kn
- ’k . (6.5)
Since ’  l12 , we can chose [*n] in such a way that the sequence [k # Kn - ’k]
is unbounded. Then (6.5) implies n(*, TV){O(*&12). At the same time, in
view of (6.4) we have  - V dx<. K
7. EXAMPLE WITH a{0
7.1. KeldyshKrein Theorem
In this and the next section we present examples for which the asymptotics
(2.11) holds with a{0. We make use of the classical result, due to M. Keldysh
and, in a refined formulation, to M. Krein, see [9, Theorem V.11.3]. Here
we present this statement (more exactly, its particular case) in the form,
convenient for our purposes. The theorem compares the spectra of two
compact operators, generated by a given quadratic form in two Hilbert
spaces, whose metric forms differ by a compact term.
Proposition 7.1. Let h be a Hilbert space with the metric form a[v].
Let a~ [v] be a positive form in h, such that a~ [v]&a[v] is compact. Denote
by h the Hilbert space, which is h endowed with a~ [v] as the metric form.
Let b[v] be one more positive compact quadratic form in h (and hence in
h ). Denote by T and T the operators, generated by b[v] in h and h , respectively.
Then
*k(T )
*k(T )
 1, k  . (7.1)
We remind that a quadratic form c[v] in a Hilbert space h is called
compact if the corresponding operator is compact. The criterion for this is
that for any =>0 there is a subspace h= /h of a finite codimension, such
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that |c[v]|= &v&2 for v # h= . Further, c[v] is called positive, if c[v]>0
for 0{v # h.
7.2. Construction of a Discrete Measure
In view of Theorem F(ii), it is enough to present a discrete measure _,
supported on [2k] and such that n(*, T_)ta*&12 with some a{0. Here
and in the following Section we take the sequence ’ with ’k=0 for k0,
so the pathology comes only from the behavior of the measure at infinity.
Clearly, the behavior at zero can be treated in the same way.
Consider the sequence ’ : ’k=k&2 for k # N, ’k=0 otherwise. Evidently,
’=’(_), where
_= :

k=1
2&kk&2$(x&2k), (7.2)
cf. (2.13).
Lemma 7.2. For the measure (7.2) one has
lim
*  0
*12n(*, T_)=- 2 ?&1K(1- 2), (7.3)
where K(;) is the elliptic integral of the first kind:
K(;)=|
?2
0
(1&;2 sin2 %)&12 d%, ; # (0, 1).
Proof. The quadratic form a_[u], corresponding to the measure (7.2),
is
a_[u]= :

k=1
2&kk&2 |uk | 2, uk=u(xk).
It vanishes on FD and therefore n(*, T_)=n(*, T_, pl). Taking (2.6) into
account, we see that the eigenvalues of T_, pl are the critical values of the
variational quotient
k=1 2
&kk&2 |uk | 2
|u1 | 2+k=1 2
&k |uk+1&uk | 2
.
After the substitution uk=2k2kvk we come to the quotient &v&2l2 t[v],
where
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t[v]=2 |v1 | 2+ :

k=1
|- 2(k+1) vk+1&kvk | 2
=3 :

k=1
k2 |vk | 2&2 - 2 :

k=1
k(k+1) R(v k vk+1).
Keeping in mind to apply Proposition 7.1, we compare t[v] with another
quadratic form, depending on the parameter ; # (0, 1):
t;[v]=(;2+1) :

k=1
(2k&1)2 |vk | 2&4; :

k=1
k - 4k2&1 R(v k vk+1).
For the infinite Jacobi matrix, corresponding to t; , the exact spectrum is
known (see [7, Sect. VI.9]). It is discrete, and the eigenvalues are
4k(;)=\ ?2K(;) (2k&1)+
2
. (7.4)
We see that t[v] is close to the quadratic form t~ [v] :=12t;[v] with
;=1- 2. We now show that t[v] and t~ [v] satisfy the assumptions of
Proposition 7.1. More exactly, let
h={v : :

k=1
k2 |vk | 2<= .
Then h becomes a Hilbert space when endowed with the metric form t[v].
Indeed,
t[v]3 :
k
k2 |vk | 2&2 - 2 :
k
k(k+1) |vk | |vk+1 |
3 :
k
k2 |vk | 2&- 2 :
k
(k2 |vk | 2+(k+1)2 |vk+1 | 2)
=(3&2 - 2) :
k
k2 |vk | 2
(cf. (4.2)), and a similar upper estimate is trivial.
Further, we show that the quadratic form t~ [v]&t[v] is compact in h.
Evidently,
|t~ [v]&t[v]|c :
k
k |vk | 2c \:k k
2 |vk | 2 } :
k
|vk | 2+
12
c - t[v] &v&l2 . (7.5)
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On the subspace hn=[v # h : v1= } } } =vn=0] one has &v&2l2cn
&2t[v], so
(7.5) implies
|t~ [v]&t[v]|cn&1t[v].
So t~ [v]&t[v] is compact in h, as well as b[v]=&v&2l2 . Therefore Proposi-
tion 7.1 applies to the operators, generated by the variational quotients
b[v]t[v] and b[v]t~ [v]. The eigenvalues of the latter are 12(4k(;))&1,
where 4k(;) are given by (7.4). Rewriting (7.1) in terms of the eigenvalue
distribution functions, we obtain (7.3). K
Remark. The value ;=1- 2 depends on the choice of the nodes xk . It
is easy to see that if we take xk=Ck, C>1, we will obtain ;=1- C. So
we actually have a series of examples depending on the parameter ;,
0<;<1.
8. EXAMPLES WITH SPARSE WEIGHTS
The way suggested here is direct and applies to any order of growth of
n(*, T_) rather than only to O(*&12). Correspondingly, we cannot always
refer to Theorem F(ii). The required function V will be concentrated near
a sequence [tk] which grows faster than any geometric sequence.
8.1. Construction of a Discrete Measure
Let the sequence of intervals 2k=[tk , tk+1), k=0, 1, ..., be a partition of
[0, ). Denote :k :=|2k |&1. We assume
:k+1
:k
=
|2k |
|2k+1 |
 0, k  .
Now, fix any monotone non-negative sequence h=[hk]k=1, such that
hk  0. We will construct a discrete measure _ for which
*k(T_)thk . (8.1)
Namely, let
_= :

k=1
_k $(t&tk), _k=(:k+:k&1) hk . (8.2)
Lemma 8.1. For the measure (8.2) the relation (8.1) holds.
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Proof. As before, we restrict our quadratic form to the subspace F$pl of
functions linear on each 2k ; this does not affect the nonzero spectrum of
T_ . For u # F$pl denote uk=u(tk), then
a_[u]= :

k=1
_k |uk | 2
and
| |u$| 2 dx= :

k=0
:k |uk+1&uk | 2
= :

k=0
:k( |uk+1 |2+|uk | 2)& :

k=0
2:kR(u kuk+1)
= :

k=1
(:k&1+:k) |uk | 2& :

k=1
2:kR(u k uk+1). (8.3)
Now we show that the second term in the last part of (8.3) is compact with
respect to the metric, defined by the first term. Indeed,
2 |uk | |uk+1 |:k&1:k |uk | 2+
:k
:k&1
|uk+1 |2.
Thus,
} :

k=1
2:k R(u kuk+1) } :

k=1 \- :k :k&1 +:k&1 
:k&1
:k&2+ |uk | 2
 :

k=1 \
:k
:k&1
+:k&1:k&2 + (:k&1+:k) |uk | 2.
The coefficients - :k :k&1 +- :k&1 :k&2 tend to zero, and the desired
compactness follows.
Consider the operator, corresponding to the variational quotient
a_[u]
k=1 :k( |uk+1 |
2+|uk | 2)
=
k=1 _k |uk |
2
k=1 (:k&1+:k) |uk |
2 .
Its eigenvalues are exactly _k(:k&1+:k)=hk . Now Proposition 7.1 shows
that *k(T_) are asymptotically equal to hk . K
8.2. Construction of a Weight Function
Inequality (2.5) shows that for a non-zero weight function V the order
of growth of n(*, TV) cannot be smaller than O(*&12). So, the behavior of
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hk cannot be arbitrary: we must require lim inf*  0 *12n(*, h)>0. Besides, we
restrict ourselves to the case of regular powerlike behaviour of hk . Namely, we
assume that for some q12, a>0
n(*, h)ta*&q, *  0. (8.4)
Then for the measure (8.2) the asymptotics (8.1) can be rewritten as
n(*, T_)ta*&q, *  0.
For the sake of convenience, take tk=2k
2
. Then F$pl /Fpl , and the results
of Section 2 can be applied. For this choice of tk we have :k=(2(k+1)
2
&2k
2
)&1.
For the measure (8.2),
’k 2 (_)=2k
2
(:k&1+:k) hk thk
and ’j (_)=0 for all other values of j. The regular behavior (8.4) allows us
to rewrite this in terms of distribution functions:
n(*, ’(_))tn(*, h)ta*&q, *  0.
If q=12, then Theorem F(ii) applies and gives a function V, for which
n(*, TV)t(a+A(V )) *&12.
Pass on to the case q>12. The results of Section 2 do not concern ’
with n(*, ’){O(*&12). Nevertheless, we take the same function (6.1) that
was used when proving Theorem F. Indeed, the estimate (6.2) (with =k=
2&2 |k| ) shows that the series
:
k
*12n(*, TV, 2k)
converges uniformly in * for any choice of ’(V) # l . It follows that
n(*, TV, D)=O(*&12).
Use now the inequality (5.4). Multiplying it by *q and letting *  0, we get
lim sup
*  0
*qn(*, TV)a(1+$)q.
Since $>0 is arbitrary, we see that
lim sup
*  0
*qn(*, TV)a.
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The opposite inequality for the lower limit is evident, since n(*, TV)
n(*, TV, pl). So n(*, TV)ta*&q.
The same way applies for constructing weight functions V, for which the
behavior of n(*, TV) is even more complex, however the argument needed
becomes more involved. Similar examples for higher order equations can
also be constructed. This will be done elsewhere.
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